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Abstract

et al [14] investigated
experimentally
the dependence
of

A spectral element method is describedfor the flow of a
viscoelasticfluid past a spherein a tube. An approximate
Jacobianis usedto solvethe systemof nonlinear algebraic
equationsderived from the spectralelementdiscretization
as a cost-effective

alternative

to the full Newton

method.

The linearized equationsare solvedusinga preconditioned

the normalised drag on the sphere on the Deborah number and on the ratio 3 of the radius of the sphere to that
of the containingcylinder. Their experimentswith a mal-

tosesyrup/waterbasedBogerfluid and a Newtonianfluid
of equivalentyiscosityshowedthat a substantiallyhigher
drag could be observedfor the Boger fluid in the limiting casesof 3 very small or almost unity. Much smaller

generalised
minimalresidual(GMRES) method. Numeri- drag values were observedfor some intermediate values
cal resultsshowingthe behaviour of the drag on the sphere
as a function of the elasticity of the fluid are presented. A
comparisonwith other methods is made and showsgood
agreementwith the resultsof the proposedmethod.
Key words: viscoelasticflow, drag factor, spectral elements, GMRES method.
AMS subject classifications: 76A10, 76M25, 65F10,
65X35.

I

Introduction

of 3. Secondly,there is the practical importance of the
problem as seenin its use as a simple rheologicaltest for

industrialfluids(see[1],for example).Thirdly, the problem is useful in gaining insights into settling in particle
suspensions.Finally, this problem has been chosenas a

benchmark
problemin computational
rheology[12]for the
comparisonof different numerical methods since it generates a complexflow field without introducing the problems
associatedwith corner singularities.
At the present time finite element methods, streamline
upwinded finite element methods and boundary element

methods(see[5],[8], [13],[15],[21],[25],[30]for example)

have been used to solve the system of coupled non-linear
The mathematical solution for the flow field generatedby partial differential equations that arise from viscoelastic
a particle moving at low speedthrough an infinite expanse flow problems,and good agreementhas been obtained al-

of NewtonJan
fluid was producedby Stokes[24] as long beit for small(< 2.0) valuesof the Deborahnumberwhen
ago as 1851. The problem of determiningthe influenceof
the walls of a nearby container on the drag force experiencedby the particle was not solveduntil much later. The
determination of the drag force, or equivalently the settling velocity, of a sphericalparticle in a viscoelasticfluid
has attracted much attention in recent years for a number of reasons. The first concernsthe experimentally observed changesin behaviour from Newtonian flow. Jones
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the Maxwell and Oldroyd B constitutive modelshave been

used. In 1994,Debae et al [9] did a comparison
of four
stress-velocity-pressurealgorithms to calculate solutions
to benchmark problems, including that of the flow of a
Maxwell fluid around a sphere. These algorithms were
tested with three different methodsof integration of the

constitutiveequations:the Streamline-Upwinded/Petrov-

Galerkin(SUPG)andStreamline-Upwind
(non-consistent)
(SU) methodsintroducedby Brooksand Hughes[4], as
well as a Galerkin

method.

In the Galerkin

formulation

t Departmentof Mathematics,Universityof Wales,Aberystwyth the largestDeborah numberswere obtainedfor the Elastic-

SY23 3BZ, United Kingdom

ViscousSplit Stress(EVSS) methodof Rajagopalanet al
[20].
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The applicationof spectral methodsto viscoelasticflow
problems is comparatively recent, having first been used
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in this way in 1987by Beriset al [3] to solvethe flowof
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a Maxwell fluid through eccentrically rotating cylinders.
Since this time spectral methods have enjoyed extensive
application to viscoelasticflow problems. The importance
of the present paper is in its contribution to the growing
literature

on the numerical

simulation

of viscoelastic

flow

past a sphere in a cylinder and the opportunity that this
presentsfor a comparison of spectral methods with other
numerical techniques. The use of spectral methods with
domain decompositiontechniquescombinesthe flexibility
of the finite element method with highly-accurate spectral methods. The spectral element method is based on a
variational formulation of the problem in which the integrals are approximated using Gaussian quadrature rules.
The choice of compatible velocity and pressureapproximation spacesensuresthat there are no spuriousmodes
in the pressurerepresentation. Spectral element methods
have been used in the viscoelasticcontext by Van Keme-

nudeand Deville [27]who comparedthe resultsof their
spectral element method with the 4 x 4 SUPG finite element method on the perturbed channel flow problem with
a Maxwell B fluid. Their spectral element method was
also compared with other numerical methods for the flow
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The main disadvantageof Newton's method, seen particularly in three dimensionalapplications,is the size of
the JacobJanmatrix that needs to be computed at each
step. As a cost effective alternative to the full Newton
method the presentpaper usesa modified generalisedmin-

imal residual(GMRES) method and this is explainedin
section 4. The GMRES method was originally proposed

by Saad and Schultz[22] and developedfor viscoelastic
flowsimulations
by Fortin and Zine [10]. The methodis
used with an approximate Jacobian in each Newton step
and allows us to decouplethe computation of the velocity
and pressurefrom that of the stresstensor. The time split-

ting methodoriginallyproposed
by Chorin[7]and Temam
[26]and usedby the presentauthorsin conjunctionwith
spectral elements for the flow of an Oldroyd B fluid past a

spherein a cylinder(see[17],[18])is outlinedin section3.
This latter schemecompletely decouplesthe velocity and
pressurecomputations. The upper bound encounteredon

theDeborahnumberDe in [17]and[18]wasapproximately
0.6 and this is typical of decoupledmethods. The results
from the GMRES method are compared with those ob-

tainedin [18]in section5.

of the Maxwell B fluid in a wavy tube. In another paper,

Van Kemenadeand Deville [28] comparedtheir method
with the EVSS method on slightly perturbed viscometric
flows in a channel. They found that the computational
cost of the spectral element method was lessthan for the
EVSS method. The method was also used to study flow
resistancein a periodically constrictedtube. Spectral element methods xvereused recently by the present authors

I18] in order to solvefor the flow of an OldroydB fluid
past a sphere in a tube.

Numerical methods for solving viscoelastic flow problems may be divided into two classes- coupled and decoupled ,nethods. In the coupled approachthe system of
partial differential equations is linearised using Newton's
Inethod. The linearised equations are discretisedand then
solvedsimultaneouslyusing a sparsematrix solver, for example. In the decoupled approach time-splitting methods are generally used to march the system forward in
time to a steady state solution, if one exists. Decoupled
methods have the advantage of being able to solve problems with finer discretisations since they break the problem down into a number of smallersubproblems.They are
ideal, therefore, for simulating computationally intensive
3-D transient flows. Coupled methods are prohibitively
expensivefor these types of problem. The disadvantageof
decoupledmethods would seemto be that, at least at the
present time, it is not possibleto reach as high a limiting
value of the Deborah number as for correspondingcoupled
methods.

2

Geometry

and governing equa-

tions
The governing equations are those of continuity, momentum and the constitutive equation for the stresses.Within
a flow of a fluid of Maxwell or Oldroyd type, with velocity
everywherefinite, there may exist infinite stressesexerted
by supposedlyinfinitely extendedpolymers. In the numerical simulationsusingthesemodels a build up of large polymer extensionsmay be observedwhich gives rise to large
elastic

stresses and eventual

numerical

breakdown.

The

difficulty of infinite extensibility may be obviated by using, for example, the Chilcott-Rallison constitutive model

[6]whichincorporates
a finitedegreeof extensibilityfor the
polymers. In this model a single parameter, the maximum
extensibility of the dumbbells, L, controls the plateau of
the extensional viscosityat high extension rates.
The equations of motion and continuity for unsteady,
inertialess

flow are

0v

(1) Pat- -vp+2v2v
+v.
(2)

(A- I),

v.¾ = o,

wherep is an arbitrary isotropicpressure,•]1 is a polymeric
viscosity, •2 is a solvent viscosity, • is a characteristic
relaxation time for the fluid, p is the fluid density, v is the
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velocityvector and the tensor A representsan ensemble and continuity equations the time-splitting or projection
of Chorin[7]andTemam[26]is used.Thisscheme
averageover the distribution spaceof the dyadic product scheme
RR of the dumbbell configuration vector R. The function completelydecouplesthe diffusion and pressurecompu-

f(R) is a nonlinearforcelaw, dependent
uponthe length, tations. The diffusion term is treated implicitly in the
R. of the dulnbbell configuration vector.
The evolution equation for A is

(3)

A+ f-•-•A(1)=
I,

where the subscript "(1)" in (3) denotes the upperconvected

derivative.

The problemgeometryis shownin Fig.1. A rigid sphere
of radius a falls with terminal velocity U along the centreline

of a cylindrical

tube of radius R. In the numerical

simulation of this problem it is assumedthat the flow is ax-

isymmetricand creepingand that the sphereis motionless
with the tube wall moving with speed U instead.

current formulation. The pressure is determined so that

the velocity field at the end of the current time step is
divergence-freein a weak sense.
The superscripton a variable denotesthe time incre-

ment. We denoteby At the time step. Let (vø,pø,A ø)
be the initial approximation at time t = 0. The approximation at time t = (r• + 1)At is determinedfrom the
approximation(v",p ", A '•) at the previoustime t - nat
by the following scheme:
Stage 1.

Atf(R))A•+
• +At(v•- X7A
•*+•
- 57v
•. A"+•

(1+ --

Atf(R)+
-A •+• . (X7v•)r) = 2rh--I

(4)
Stage 2.

V '• __ V n
At

Figure 1: The problem geometry
The Deborah number for this problem is defined by
De

-

: 57.rhf(R)(A•
_I),

Stage 3a.
V n+l -- V*

(6)

P( At

) = -57p•+•+ r/2572v
'•+l,

• U

Stage 3b.

The nonlinearsetof equations(1).(2),(3) is the onethat

(7)

57ßv'•+•= 0.

The spectral element method is applied to Stage 3 of

is solved.

the backward Euler scheme. The velocity field is chosento

3

A time splitting

scheme.

Time splitting schmneshave the advantageof enablingthe
different operatorsin a systemof partial differential equations to be treated by appropriate methods of solution.

belongto thespaceX = H0•(f2)x H0•(9.) andthe pressm'e
to thespaceL2(f2).Thevariational
formulation
of (6)-(7)
is therefore:Find (v,p) ( X x L:(f2), suchthat

/Jfo.

P/jf•,(v
.w)r
dr
dz

In the presentcontext time splitting methodsare usedas
a means of deternfining the solution of the corresponding
(pv.w). = X7 (v*.w).&.
steady problem. In this respectthey may be viewed as it(s)
v w x,
erative techniques.In general. nonlinearoperatorssuchas
the convectionoperator are treated explicitly while linear
operators such as the diffusion, gradient and divergence
operatorsmay be treated implicitly.
The four componentsof the constitutiveequation (3) where we have dropped the time level n + 1 from the suare discretisedin time using the backward Euler schemeon perscript on v and p. The vector of test functions w is
the full systemof equationsby freezingthe velocityfield at takento be either(w•, 0) or (0, tv•) wherew, and u': are
the previoustime step. In order to solve the momentum testfunctions
in H•(f•).

(9) //o.(57
.vq)r
drdz
=O,
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A modified

GMRES

method.

The variationalformulationfor the steadyformof (1)-(3)
is: Find (v,p,A) • X x L2(Q) x L/t(Q), suchthat
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where v0 is the velocity field at some lower value of the

Deborahnumber. To solve(14) usingthe GMRES algorithm we perform the followingsteps:

1. Let 5A© be an initialguess
for 5A
2. Solvethe two Stokesproblems(10) and (11) with given
stress
fieldsAn andA• = An + hSA©
3. Compute the initial residual r0 from

---h•

(f(R)(A
- I)' Vw)rdrdz,

10)

11) /f•(V.vq)rdrdz=O,
Vq• L2(f•),

/f.o.
(A+

At the ith iteration, an orthonormal basis

{v(•),..., v© } is constructed
fortheKrylovsubspace

/C•(r0)-={r0,

'd"dz=
/ft' O
ddz,

J7 •r0}

This is usually done using a modified Gram-Schmidt

(12)
whereLA(f•) is the spaceof symmetrictensorswhosecomponents are squareintegrable.

For a giventensorA equations(10) and (11) representa
steady Stokesproblem. The solution of this problem may
then be regarded as a function of A, i.e. the velocity v
and the pressurep depend on A. Therefore, we can write

(12) in the matrix form

(13)

r0:_F(An)_F(A•)
-F(An)
h

V w • X,

procedure.However,notingthe observation
of Walker [29]
that the modified Gram-Schmidt procedure can fail to perform well if the vectors on which it acts are not sufficiently

independent,
the basicGMRES code[2]hasbeenmodified
by the authors so that the orthogonalizationis based on
the use of Householder

transformations.

At the ith iteration in the GMRES algorithm a correc-

tionzi is determined
in < v(1),..., v © > whichsolvesthe

Ev(A)A= by(A),

wherethe subscriptv(A) indicatesthat the matrix E and
the right hand side vector b depend upon v. This is a
nonlinear system of equations for A. We can write this
system in the form

=o,
and then solveit using Newton's method:
1. Let Ao be an initial guess.

least squaresproblem
MIN

(16)

z E/Ci(r0)

II-

- Jn(A(0)'"lgz)IIo.

If (16)issmallenough
then5A - 5A© + zi. The GMRES algorithm may thus be seen to be an inner iteration
loop for every outer Newton step. Once convergence
is obtained new velocity and pressurefields are computedfrom

2. For n _>0, solveJ•6A = -F(A•)

(10) and (11) and the procedurecontinueduntil all the

3. Set An+l: An + 5A
4. Continue until convergence.

variableshave converged.
In both the time splitting scheme and the GMRES
method the flow domain • is divided into several spectral elements. These axe shown in Figure 2. Each of
these elements is then mapped onto the parent element

In the above J• is the Jacobian matrix of F.
The GMRES method is applied to the solution of step
2 for 6A:

(14)

Jnt•2•k
-- --•(2•kn).

Rather than compute and store the full JacobJanJ• the
approximation

Jn•A• F(An
+ hSA)
- F(An)
h
'
where h is some small number, will be used. For good
preconditioningthe choiceof F is taken to be

(15)

= EVo(by(A)- Ev(A)A),

D = [-1, 1] x [-1, 1] usingthe transfinitemappingtechniqueof Gordonand Hall [11]. The variablesare approximated by finite sumsof LegendreLagrangianinterpolants.
The approximation spacesfor the velocitiesand the pressure are chosento be compatible, and there are no spurious pressuremodes. The basis set for the components
of stress is the same as that

used for the velocities.

The

discrete variational problem is set up by approximating
the integrals in the variational forms by Gauss-Legendre
quadrature rules.
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Figure 7: rzz contour plot. De - 0.3.

Figure 5: rrr contour plot. De = 0.3.
•
0,00-

-1.50•

•

0,00

Figure 8:r00 contour plot. De = 0.3.

Figure 6: rrz contour plot. De -- 0.3.

6

5.2

Cost

Table

2 shows the cost in CPU

s on a SPARCstation

5

and number of iterations required for convergencewhen
the two schemeswere used in order to compute flow at
De = 0.3 for N = 4 and N = 6, starting from a NewtonJan
flow field as the initial guess. A time step of At = 0.01
was used with the time stepping scheme. It may be seen
that the GMRES schemeis significantly faster than the
time steppingscheme,even allowing for further efficiencies
which could be incorporated into the time stepping code
so as to speedup the execution time. For each of the outer

NewtonRaphsonsteps(9 for N = 4 and 6 for N = 6) in the
GMRES

95

scheme. the number

of inner GMRES

iterations

Conclusions

A GMRES spectral dement method has been usedto compute the flow of a viscoelasticfluid past a spherein a tube.
The GMRES

method

is an affordable solution method for

large systemsof coupled nonlinear PDEs and the excessive expenseof computingand inverting the full JacobJan
in Newton's method has been avoided. Better agreement

with the resultsof Lunsmannet al [15]hasbeenobtained
for Deborah numbers up to 0.6 when the GMRES- rather
than the time splitting method is used on the same grid.
The GMRES method is shown to be significantly faster
than the time splitting method, although, disappointingly
the limiting values of the Deborah number are modest.

required for the residual to be lessthan a pre-set tolerance

(in thiscase1 x 10-16) decreased
monotonically
afterthe
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